Digital Presence & Community Worksheet
1. Personal Inventory: Answer these questions to get started.
A. What gets me excited in life? What are my passions, dreams, and goals? How do they
relate to the language(s) I am learning?
B. How am I currently participating in digital-first and hybrid spaces?
C. What platforms or online skills would I like to get better at, use more, or learn how to
use? Also, are there any other related activities connected to digital literacy or
intercultural connections that I am passionate about or want to get better at?
A. My Personal Interests & Ambitions

B. My Digital Community
Digital-First: Connected predominantly in digital spaces

Hybrid: Connections are face-to-face as well as digital

C. Developing My Digital Presence

2. Watch Developing Digital Presence & Community Video: What 3 steps will help integrate
your interests, online presence and community, and language learning?
1.
2.
3.
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3. Experiment:
Plan: Create an anonymous profile based on the responses in Section C. As much as
possible, try to build a profile that genuinely reflects your interests and ambitions. Over time,
use what you learn to navigate towards more authentic expressions of your presence and
identity in communities.
Bio:

Other relevant information:

Profile Image:

My Avatar’s Name:

Create your profile: I posted my profile on _______________________.
Reflect:
Does my avatar seem in line with others on the platform?

How do I know?

What do I notice about others’ interactions and posts on the platform?

Iterate:
Mark your calendar to watch the video and do the activity again again in 6 months. Until then,
take notes on any other experiments you might be able to conduct to help integrate and
escalate your community participation and digital presence.
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